Living in the kitchen.
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WHO WE ARE

History
Georg Nolte started the
production of polishing discs in
Rheda, North Germany.

Konrad Nolte took over the
company‘s management in
Rheda.

He began manufacturing living
room and bedroom furniture at a
small furniture factory in
Delbrück.

1923

1932

Georg Nolte
1890 – 1951
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1945

Bedroom production started
in Germersheim.

A chipboard production was
opened. By introducing assembly
line technology, he revolutionized
the global furniture industry
worldwide.

1947

Konrad Nolte
1916 – 1983

1955

Opening of the first industrial
chipboard recycling plant in
Germany.

Nolte Küchen was founded in
Löhne, with around 60
members of staff.

1958

1996

Nolte Spa GmbH was
founded.

2020

1.300+

1,7 Mio.

Employees

Units per year

60+

Export countries

THINK
GLOBAL
ACT LOCAL

880

Kitchen per day
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Product lines

36%

Export rate

Our

Production
From Melle and Löhne to all over the world
The logistics center of Nolte Küchen is located in
our factory in Melle, Northern Germany.
Strategically located in the heart of Europe, the
journey of around 880 kitchens to our customers all
over the world starts from here every day.
Deliveries are scheduled on a weekly basis.
The area of the production facilities is
over 101,000 m².
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NOLTE

FORUM
We have expanded our showroom space by 3,800
square meters to over 7,000 square meters in 2021.
This large area gives us the opportunity to present
adequately our wide-ranging, multi-faceted product
portfolio.
From Monday to Friday, both our trade partners and
end consumers interested in kitchens, utility rooms,
LIVING and SPA have the opportunity to get inspired
by more than 70 plans around the topic.
Here you can find the right solution for every taste
and every budget. The different thematic areas, such
as country house, tiny or apartment meet every
need.
Enter the world of Nolte Küchen and visit us virtually
on our 360° tour:
Link virtual tour throught our exhibition
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What we offer
Furniture for living in any room:
KITCHENS I UTILITY ROOM I LIVING I SPA

A strong partner in every domain

Nolte Küchen / LIVING / Utility Room
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nolteneo

Nolte SPA

1-8 Price groups

1-9 Price groups

1-6 Price groups

191 Fronts

200 Fronts

52 Fronts

15 Carcase colours

15 Carcase colours

12 Carcase colours

30 Programs

36 Programs

12 Programs

Original or replica

TAVOLA Oak pinot –
the high-quality
original

We admit, it is difficult to distinguish between the two,
because all materials used in a Nolte kitchen stand out due
to their special quality. Fronts made of real materials such as
wood, glass, lacquer, cement or metal are the perfect choice
for kitchen lovers with very high demands.
There are also high-quality reproductions for many natural
products. These absolutely authentic surfaces are in no way
inferior to the original and surprise the senses with a
perfectly recreated look and feel.
Our material systems at a glance:

MANHATTAN
Volcanic oak –
an authentic
reproduction
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- Lacquer laminate

- Real glass

- Laminate

- Real wood

- melamine resin

- Real metal

- Real lacquer

- Real cement

Exclusively
at Nolte
Interior decor
 The carcase interior colour corresponds to the
carcase exterior colour as standard for all
(Delivery at no additional charge)
Sealed edge





Carcase front edge with matching PP sealing
Matching profiles seal
Reduces the dust accumulated inside the cabinet
Doors and drawers close silently

Hinge with cushioning
 With integrated cushioning element
 Standard in every order
 Opening angle 105°
Hidden wall cabinet fittings
 Load capacity per wall cabinet up to 65 kg
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Our dimensional grid

Matrix150

Simple. Practical. Good.
Matrix150 – The unique dimensional grid.
Our system for all units – MATRIX 150 – is
based on steps of 150 millimeters for height,
width and even depth.
This means: harmonious designs, that extra
bit more storage space and pure
ergonomics, no matter what kitchen you
choose. And because our measurements are
so easy to calculate you can start planning
straight away.
On squared paper one square equals one
MATRIX module.
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Whether classy, extravagant or homely:
With the handleless kitchen MatrixArt from
Nolte Küchen you plan your kitchen in a
graphical and elegant design language.

MatrixArt –

The handleless kitchen
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The illumination of the handle tracks
highlights the clean, uncluttered look with
its clear lines.
Only Nolte Küchen provides illumination of
the vertical profiles in handleless kitchens.

Matrix900

MatrixArt900
Not only in terms of design, the Matrix900
carcase height has a lot to offer, but also in
terms of ergonomics and storage space this
carcase height is simply unbeatable.
The working height of 962 mm (in combination
with a 12 mm thick worktop and 50 mm high
plinth) is ergonomically ideal.
With Matrix900, you can achieve 20% more
storage space than with the 750 mm standard
cabinet height on an identical floor plan - a
huge storage space plus, especially in small
kitchens!
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+ 32%
Planning depth
750 mm
Extra deep pullouts
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Nolte Küchen's extra-deep pullouts create a real wow effect
when opened.
The planning depth 75 cm offers you an impressive 32% more
storage space with only 15 cm more space required to the wall!
This gives you a considerable plus in usable space on the worktop
as well. And with the interior lighting, the drawers and pull-outs can
be perfectly highlighted.

PremiumLINE –
The extra class
drawer system

The PremiumLINE drawer and pullout
system also convinces on the inside of the
cabinet with a perfect look! The designoriented drawer frame in stainless steel
look harmonizes perfectly with the drawer
bottom in quartz gray.
The excellent basic version is
complemented by PremiumLINE Box,
which offers even more storage space
thanks to its closed side frames.
The high-end version PremiumLINE Glass
combines more space with the best view
and overview through the lateral glass
frame - even up to a width of 120 cm.
PremiumLINE
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PremiumLINE Box

PremiumLINE Glas

Become a partner

Become a partner
Nolte Küchen in the US
New York, Miami, Los Angeles: the cities of today were invented in the cultural melting pots of America.
Icons meet the doers of tomorrow. Together with our local partners, we are a proud part of this ongoing
journey. As Germanys favorite kitchen brand we think global but act local. We are looking for committed
people to strengthens our retail network in the United States.
Are you looking for a strong, reliable partner? With Nolte Küchen you are in good hands.

Garcia Taborda
Director Sales and Marketing USA & Canada
at Nolte Küchen GmbH & Co. KG
Tel.: +1 732 829 8739
Mail: g.taborda@nolte-kuechen.de
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